
 

 

 

 

MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF DIRECTOR 

Okay! This is it! The last day of regular onsite and offsite 
activities. Tomorrow you have Carnival Day at Old 
Petrie Town. What about today? What are you going to 
do to make the most of your last full day on site, if that 
is where you are? For the adults i.e. Leaders and Rovers 
on site, how about you volunteer with Activities or 
Sites and Services to give them a hand. Get to the 
Activities enquiry counter at 8.30am with your gear for 
the day and say you are there to help. The 
predominantly Rover teams have been doing much of 
the heavy lifting for the rest of us so how about you 
make their day.  

Can I engage you about litter for a moment? Litter likes 
friends. Have you noticed, you can see somewhere 
without any litter, but after just five or ten people have 
spent an hour or so there - there will be litter. Once the 
first bit has appeared, more litter seems to appear 
spontaneously.  

That’s what has happened at Camp Warrawee but fear 
not, we have a solution. At 4.30 pm today everyone on 
site will stop  

 

 

 

 

 

what they are doing and pick up litter for half an hour 
or more where they are and further afield. For those 
on the Bundalong site your challenge is to pick up every 
bit of litter inside and outside the building, right 
through the tent lines, over to where Get Scored was 
running, and all those special places that only Venturer 
Scouts know about.  

On the Warrawee side, the adults in the bunk 
accommodation will de-litter inside and outside their 
buildings and everyone will de-litter inside and outside 
the Jack Harris Hall, around the pool, the Leader’s 
Retreat, the Arena, the on-site activity areas, the café, 
and the biggy – around the dining hall including all the 
places that people eat meals such as the marquees, the 
red tables and the camp-fire circle. It is not a glamorous 
job but I think we will have a great sense of 
achievement if we all put in at least half an hour 
preparing to leave the site a little better than how we 
found it, if that is possible. 

If you are off-site today, have a great time. 

Phil McNicol 

 

 

 

CARNIVAL DAY – FRIDAY 12 JANUARY 

Friday is going to be the biggest day out yet! We’ll be taking everyone from Camp Warrawee for 
a short walk to the somewhat familiar Old Petrie Town for a day of fun and festivities. The main 
street will be open for a spot of old school shopping. Mouths will drop when the magic happens 
as our entertainers roam the streets.  
Rides a plenty and sweet treats for all! 

We’ll assemble as units on Bundalong side and wander unit by unit across the river. The units will need to assemble 
before returning at 1600 back onsite for showers and dinner before the big finale – our biggest night yet! A shuttle 
will run for those who aren’t able to make the walk.  

We ask that everyone is prepared for a six-hour day offsite with all the essentials such as hats and water bottles. Lunch 
will be delivered to Old Petrie Town at 1200noon for those whose stomachs aren’t 
aching from all the sweets yet.  

All the essentials will be onsite and contingents will have space to hang about 
throughout the day. First aid and welfare will follow us over to ensure everyone is safe 
and close to help when we need it most.  

SITE PHONE NUMBER 

This phone number 0467 265 240 is staffed 24/7 to assist with any situations.  

 #GETSET   # AV2018 

11 JANUARY 2018 

 



FROM THE YOUTH ADVISORS… 

Venture Council News 
Hey Venturers and Leaders, we are having a great time here at AV2018! 
At the Venture Councils we are receiving amazing feedback from each 
unit which is fantastic! Keep it up! 

Dan and I are also receiving great feedback at the unit leaders catch-ups. 
These all help us make sure everyone has an excellent time here in 
Queensland and at the next venture. Keep up all the great feedback. 

Please don’t drink from the taps, it increases the risk of gastro and 
diseases throughout the campsite. Make sure you are wearing hats and 
sunscreen and if you are onsite don’t forget to check out the new Get 
Slippery up near the campsite.  

Alycea and Dan  
 

ONSITE AND OFFSITE ACTIVITIES…  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

SLIP on a Shirt 
SLOP on Sunscreen 

SLAP on a Hat 
SEEK shade when you can 

SLIDE on sunglasses 
 

LOST PROPERTY 

We at Venture Admin, which is not Vic 
Contingent Admin, have a surprisingly small 
collection of lost property. Today’s winner of the 
random-lost-property-item game is a collection 
of two contingent badges and something 
special.  

If you could have dropped it on the Bruce 
Highway in Bundalong, drop in to Admin and 
give us your best shot at identifying it. While you 
are at Admin, feel free to have a rummage for 
anything else that might be yours.  

Thank you to the honest Venturer scout who 
handed it in. 

 


